
 November 2016 

This Month’s 
Affirmation

You are not your pain or your past. Refuse to become a 
victim of any circumstance, prior experience, person, or 
worse - a captive of your past life replayed over and over in 
your own mind. Commit to do the hard work and the heart 
work, so that your past will not define who you are, or who 
you can become. No matter what has happened, you have 
the ability to live beyond any moment and to create a pur-
poseful, meaningful and joyful life. You were born to be the 
hero and the heroine of your own story. Embrace the pos-
sibility that everything that you have gone through can be 
used to make you gentler, kinder, more compassionate and 
loving with yourself and with others. Begin to make coura-
geous choices everyday that say you deserve to be happy. 
At any time, you have the power to begin again and to re-
build a new future and identity for yourself. Do something 
everyday which reminds you of your wholeness and of your 
power to heal your life. Remember...you have something 

special...you have GREATNESS within you! — Les Brown

Practice this month’s affirmation every day.
Try saying it to yourself while practicing your yoga poses. 

Memorize it upon arising so you can remind yourself 
throughout your day.
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she’s locked in this sadness fight
~by Chantel Garmen-Cooley

she’s lost, confused, unseen and used 
misguided by this fight

her purpose still calling yet here she stands dangerously 
fighting 

for nothing after all.

you’ve noticed her falling 
it’s time for a change, 

she knows it’s time for a move.

but she wakes up wearing the same clothes.
her pockets full of holes

where hope was
before the rain came down.

she throws up all her wishes only to watch them blow 
away

she’s been telling this story longer than she knows…
where did Jesus go?

behind the smiles and selfless love
she is screaming…clutching her chest
praying for a break from the fight.

she hides her face in shame from her self-inflicted scars 
mistakes she will live with…die with.

she waits…

all she wants is everything beautiful…
all she wants is one day...

to replace the words of shame engraved in her arms,
her heart…

a Hope defined in moment after moment…
where L O V E is the movement…
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Eckhart
Tolle
Liberation
Through
Change
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Use these mantras to help guide your meditations
    

“Every day in every way I’m getting better and better.” 
----------------

“I am”: this is the most powerful manifesting mantra. Think about it – whenever you say, “I am 
sick,” how do you feel? Whenever you say, “I am happy,” how do you feel? In meditation, you can 
use “I am” alone, to honor and acknowledge your existence; and you can take it a step further and 

honor and acknowledge your divinity and oneness with all that is. You can also add positive af-
firmations while you meditate to help paint a mental picture of whet you want out of life. For ex-

ample, “I am a successful (what you want to be)” and so on.
 

----------------

“I change my thoughts, I change my world.”

---------------

“I love you, I’m sorry, Please forgive me, Thank You”

---------------
Unknown and unexpected good is coming my way this day. I am far more than rules and regula-
tions—restrictions and limitations. I change my consciousness, forgive those I need to forgive, 
and healing miracles occur…My mental atmosphere of love, acceptance, and forgiveness is a 
magnet for small miracles every moment of the day. Wherever I am, there is a healing atmo-

sphere, and it blesses and brings peace to me and to all those around me. ~Louise Hay

 MEDITATION mantras
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MESSAGE FROM RENE

It is with great sadness that I tell you this will be the last issue of The Cosmic Spirit, 
at least for now. 

 
There have been two things unfolding simultaneously: 

1) Funds have run out and although I had a plan in place to at least finish out the year 
(even if I had to pay out of my own pocket) and focus on more creative fundraising ideas 

for 2017, 
2) I recently received some other very difficult news that will require a lot of self-care and 

a need to spend time and energy in other areas of my life.

I will keep you all on my mailing list and should my circumstances change in a way that 
permits me to pick The Cosmic Spirit up again, you will be the first to know!

 
I want you all to know how much I love you. You are not forgotten. There are many out 
here who care about you and have faith that regardless of your circumstances, you can 

create a good life for yourself. 

Please allow what you’ve learned from The Cosmic Spirit to carry you towards continuous 
spiritual evolution, a better understanding of what sisterhood means and more calm and 

peace in your life. 

My best to you all,

Love and Hugs,

Rene
Rene @ The Cosmic Spirit

PO Box 2292
Fair Oaks, CA 95628


